
Armored Toyota LC200
•  VR 7 Solution

•  Same appearance, different characteristics

•  Extra Secure Passenger Module

•  Luxury Ride, Maximum Protection

•  Able to handle extreme stresses, resist impacts
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Armored TOYOTA LC 200 – Technical Specifications

DIMENSIONS*

Length 4,950

Height 1,910

Width 1,980

Seats Driver + 4 seats / 6 seats

* subject to final configuration

WEIGHT ARMORED *

Curb Weight 4,100 – 4,300 Kg*

Payload Capacity 500 - 700 Kg*

Gross Vehicle 
Weight (GVW) 4,800 kg 

PROTECTION

Crew Compartment  STANAG II 

Floor DM51 as standard; Optional STANAG 4569 Level I and Mine 
protection

Roof DM51 as standard; Optional STANAG 4569 Level I and Mine 
protection

ENGINE / TRANSMISSION

Engine 4.5L Diesel V8 (Optional 4.6 Petrol)

Engine Output 200 KW @ 3600 RPM (270 KW)

Engine Torque 650 Nm @ 1600-2800 (460 @ 3400) 

Transmission 6 Speed automatic

Chassis –Toyota LC 200

(*) Specifications and illustrations are as accurate as known at the time of publication, and are subject to changes 
without notice. Not all options can be specified together. *Subject to protection level, option installed and crew

(*) Specifications and illustrations are as accurate as known at the time of publication, and are subject to changes 
without notice. Not all options can be specified together.

Photos are for Illustration ONLY 
Optional front grill design



Toyota LC200
VR 7 Solution
Plasan Re’em has developed a full armor solution including an automotive upgrade for this 
4.5 ton vehicle. The Plasan Re’em Armored Toyota LC200 in now in serial production.

Same appearance, different characteristics
The surface appearance of the Land Cruiser is unchanged. Inside, the panels, structures, and
system modules of the armored LC200 make it a vehicle with radically improved strength and
performance characteristics.

Extra Secure Passenger Module
The LC200’s passenger module offers a unique level of protection to occupants: from heat, 
blast and projectile. A strengthened and armored body, with fast acceleration, and the ability 
to handle obstacles and rough terrain, make the LC200 the VIP transport of choice. Armoring 
and stronger structural elements, as well as upgraded suspension and electrical systems, 
ensure security.

High-End Internal Design

Luxury Ride, Maximum Protection
A luxury VIP or tactical team transporter, the high-performance Land 
Cruiser 200’s level of finish belies its ability to handle the heaviest 
loads off road or on the freeway.

Able to handle extreme stresses, resist impacts
Able to withstand stress loads and resist all but the most extreme 
ballistic impacts, the finished LC200 is a carefully designed, highly 
sophisticated armored vehicle that looks just like a standard model. 
This is achieve through a tightly controlled design and manufacturing 
process, rigorous testing and careful, detailed, inspections at every 
stage.

ARMORED TOYOTA LC300 Is coming soon…..

* Armored Window Emergency 
Egress Mechanism
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